
CONFIDENTIAL – PROPRIETARY AND PRE-DECISIONAL
Any use of this material without specific permission is strictly prohibited

A Hacker’s 
Perspective
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Purpose and Scope

 To present a best practice approach to 
auditing your servers
 To present real life examples of 

vulnerability assessment successes
 To present hacker techniques in plain 

terms 

.

https://geekprank.com/hacker/
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Legal Disclaimer

 Don’t try this at home
 Get written permission before trying any of 

these techniques
 The main difference between a security admin 

and a hacker is permission



Juggling Tasks

Patches

IT 
Security

Passwords

Secure 
Coding

Not Secure Too Secure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everything on social network vs – house in trustee so info isn’t public.
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Owasp Top Threats 2019

1. Injection
2. Broken Authentication
3. Sensitive data exposure
4. XML External Entities (XXE)
5. Broken Access control
6. Security misconfigurations
7. Cross Site Scripting (XSS)
8. Insecure Deserialization
9. Using Components with known vulnerabilities
10. Insufficient logging and monitoring

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Category:OWASP_Top_Ten_Project
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Layered Security

Spear phishing

Botnets

SQL injection

Internal 
person

Sample Attack Vectors

Social
engineering

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reference:  http://simplecomplexity.net/wp-content/uploads/2007/09/layeredarchitecture.gif 
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Return on Investment

 2006 Illinois breach notification law
 Average cost to notify per identity 

compromised?

 Black market value of your identity?

 What is the return on investment for 
proactive security?
 ROI spreadsheet

$14 - 90

$2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reference to all breach notification laws: http://www.perkinscoie.com/files/upload/securitybreach.pdfIllinois Breach notification law: H.B. 1633 (signed into law June 16, 2005, Public Act 94-36) 815 ILL. COMP. STAT. 530/10 Effective June 27, 2006PI defined as in California, except either redaction or encryption will prevent data from being considered PI; other security breach notice provisions largely track California.Other key provisions:• Potentially more broadly applicable than California; applicable to all "data collectors" and does not condition notification obligations upon a data collector conducting business in Illinois.• "Data collectors" defined to include, without limitation, government agencies, public and private universities, privately and publicly held corporations, financial institutions, retail operators, and any other entity that for any purpose handles, collects, disseminates or otherwise deals with nonpublic personal information.• Violation constitutes unlawful practice under Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act.Reference to Symantec black market value of ID:  http://www.cbronline.com/article_feature.asp?guid=C0B60959-8790-4E4C-A11F-8842DDB8CCBB  
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Testing Methodology

Discovery
(passive)

Enumeration
(active)

Vulnerability
Assessment

Penetration
Testing

Vulnerability 
Assessment

Start
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Discovery

 Internet registrar search (http://whois.net)
 General company research (Google, etc.)
 Dumpster diving
 Archive.org
 Newsgroups

 Techs posting questions
 Job postings

 Specific software used
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Discovery – Google hacking

 Password site:yoursite.com 
 Filetype:doc site:yoursite.com classified
 Robots.txt site:yoursite.com
 Intitle:index.of “parent directory” 

site:yoursite.com
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Enumeration

 Ping sweeps / port scanning
 Banner grabbing  (telnet ip port)
 Fingerprinting
 MSN virtual hosts search (ip:address)
 Directory Structure

 Default directories: /admin /secure /adm 
 Backup files: /.bak /backup /back /log /archive
 Include files: /include /inc /js /global /local
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Enumeration

 Common files
 Ws_ftp.log
 Install.txt
 ToDo

 HTML source code
 Password, select, insert, #include, #exec, 

connect, //
 Comments
 Mailto:
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Enumeration

 Hidden fields
 Query strings

 User ID (/login?userID=558253)
 Session ID (/menu.asp?sid=69jt7b9329kuy)
 Database queries 

(/dbsumit.php?sTitle=ms&iphone=5551212)

Video (Terminal Services)
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Corrective Actions

 Investigate and disconnect unauthorized 
hosts 
 Disable or remove unnecessary or 

vulnerable services
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Vulnerability Assessment

 Proactive
 Validate policy compliance
 ID vulnerabilities
 Fast and easy
 MS08-067 is the current litmus test

Video (MS06-040 proof of concept)
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Vulnerability Assessment Weaknesses 

 False positives
 Requires high expertise in networking and 

OS security
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Corrective Actions

 Upgrade or patch vulnerable devices
 Improve setup procedures and security 

baseline steps
 Assign a staff member to monitor alerts 

and mailing lists
 Modify the organization's security policies
 Implement and monitor Intrusion Detection

Example (DoD calls)
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Passwords

 Password Cracking
 Identify weak or default passwords
 Verify the use of complex passwords
 Brute force attack estimator

Video (Lock your PC)
Characters 
(complex)

Estimated 
time to crack

7 .009 hours

8 2.34 hours

14 9 hours

15 209 days

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Password chart based on upper/lower/alpha numeric password. Based somewhere between brute force attack estimator and my own experience.
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24 most-used passwords

1. 123456 9. iloveyou 17. monkey
2. password 10. adobe123 18. shadow
3. 12345678 11. 123123 19. sunshine
4. qwerty 12. admin 20. 12345
5. abc123 13. 1234567890 21. password1
6. 123456789 14. letmein 22. princess
7. 111111 15. photoshop 23. azerty
8. 1234567 16. 1234 24. trustno1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Password chart based on upper/lower/alpha numeric password. Based somewhere between brute force attack estimator and my own experience.Passwords on sticky notes, under keyboard?
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Passwords

 A strong password is:
 8 or more characters
 Uppercase and lowercase 
 Alpha-numeric
 Odd character(s)
 Non-dictionary
 Non-pronounceable
 15 or more characters for admin passwords
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Pick The Best Password

password
Summer13
P@swordCompl3x
juggle13 google

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Password chart based on upper/lower/alpha numeric password. Based somewhere between brute force attack estimator and my own experience.Passwords on sticky notes, under keyboard?
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Password tips

 Don’t let the browser remember your password
 Logout of sites before shutting down the browser
 Password safe / LastPass (to store passwords)
 No sticky notes with passwords
 Password group policies that enforce complexity 

/ length
 Don’t let a student administer a website or server
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Passwords

 Prevention
 Set minimum length and complexity through 

group policies
 Disable LM hashing
 Don’t store passwords in plain text
 Password Safe,etc 
 Educate the users

 Change defaults
Example  (Router and password)
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Post Testing Actions

 Remediate vulnerabilities
 Update policies
 Security awareness
 Legal notice
 Patch, patch, patch
 Change passwords
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Demo’s

 Video (Client side scripting) 
 Video (Path traversal attack)
 Video (SQL injection)
 Video (Cross-site scripting)
 Video (Information Security)
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Penetration Testing

 Identify methods of gaining access to a 
system by using common tools and 
techniques used by attackers
 Should be performed after careful 

consideration, notification, and planning
 Perform during off hours to prevent 

unplanned outages
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Penetration Testing

 Rules of engagement
 Specific IP addresses/ranges to be tested
 Any restricted hosts
 A list of acceptable testing techniques
 Times when testing is to be conducted
 Identify period for testing
 IP addresses of the tester’s machines
 Points of contact for the penetration testing 

team, the targeted systems, and the networks
(Example) (Example)
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Penetration Testing

 Blue teaming
 Testing with the knowledge and consent of the 

organization's IT staff
 Least expensive and most frequently used
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Penetration Testing

 Red teaming
 Testing without the knowledge of the 

organization's IT staff but with full permission 
of upper management

 Useful for testing the IT staff's response to 
perceived security incidents

 May be conducted with or without warning
 More expensive and time consuming
 Better indication of everyday security
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Penetration Testing

 Outside attack
 Usually performed first
 Usually limited by firewall 
 Focus on commonly used ports 
 Done with very little inside information
 Testers are not provided with any real 

information about the target environment
 Leverages minimal access to gain greater 

access
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Penetration Testing

 Inside attack
 Testers are on the internal network 
 Granted some level of access to the network 

(generally a user) 
 Attempts privilege escalation
 Provided with commonly known network 

information
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Roles and Responsibilities

 Only designated individuals should 
conduct the tests 
 Alert appropriate staff that network 

mapping is taking place
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Security In-Depth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reference:  http://www.microsoft.com/library/media/1033/technet/images/archive/security/bestprac/ovrvw01_big.gif1 in 5 pc’s is infected with a silent rootkit:  http://www.pcadvisor.co.uk/news/index.cfm?newsid=115911 in 5 pc’s is infected with a silent rootkit:   http://www.pcadvisor.co.uk/news/index.cfm?newsid=11591
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Wireless Security

 802.11b has serious flaws in its current 
implementation of WEP 
 AP’s often set to default configuration
 300-600 feet range (more with an antenna)
 WPA 2 or above for encryption

 WEP 128 bit encryption can be cracked in 1 to 
6 minutes
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Wireless Security

 Don’t use hotel or coffee shop wireless for 
anything requiring authentication or 
confidentiality (treat them like a postcard)
 Don’t jump on “free_internet”
 Avoid theft of service
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War Driving (wiggle.net)
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Corrective Actions

 Create and communicate a wireless policy
 Search for (and remove) rogue AP’s and 

misconfigured wireless LANs 



Phishing – Fake Invoices



Phishing – Kill Chain
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Defacements

 Defacement sites are a good place to start
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Conclusion

 Security is a journey, not a destination.
 Keep informed

 Newsgroups
 Constant research
 Books, etc.

 Request access to your agencies audits
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Resources

 Security e-mail notifications
 www.securiteam.com

 US-CERT bulletins
 www.us-cert.gov/cas/bulletins/

 National Vulnerability Database

 http://nvd.nist.gov/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
www.microsoft.com/wus

http://nvd.nist.gov/
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Physical Security

 Locks keep honest people honest

(720 ILCS 5/19-2) (from Ch. 38, par. 19-2) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/documents/072000050K19-2.htm(720 ILCS 5/19‑2) (from Ch. 38, par. 19‑2) �    Sec. 19‑2. Possession of burglary tools. �    (a) A person commits the offense of possession of burglary tools when he possesses any key, tool, instrument, device, or any explosive, suitable for use in breaking into a building, housetrailer, watercraft, aircraft, motor vehicle as defined in The Illinois Vehicle Code, railroad car, or any depository designed for the safekeeping of property, or any part thereof, with intent to enter any such place and with intent to commit therein a felony or theft. The trier of fact may infer from the possession of a key designed for lock bumping an intent to commit a felony or theft; however, this inference does not apply to any peace officer or other employee of a law enforcement agency, or to any person or agency licensed under the Private Detective, Private Alarm, Private Security, Fingerprint Vendor, and Locksmith Act of 2004. For the purposes of this Section, "lock bumping" means a lock picking technique for opening a pin tumbler lock using a specially‑crafted bumpkey.�    (b) Sentence. �    Possession of burglary tools in violation of this Section is a Class 4 felony. �(Source: P.A. 95‑883, eff. 1‑1‑09.) http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/ilcs4.asp?DocName=022504470HArt.+30&ActID=2474&ChapAct=225%26nbsp%3BILCS%26nbsp%3B447%2F&ChapterID=24&ChapterName=PROFESSIONS+AND+OCCUPATIONS&SectionID=23700&SeqStart=3200000&SeqEnd=3800000&ActName=Private+Detective%2C+Private+Alarm%2C+Private+Security%2C+Fingerprint+Vendor%2C+and+Locksmith+Act+of+2004.
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If You Remember Nothing Else …

 Promptly apply patches
 Run anti-virus software configured to update 

daily, use on-access/on-demand scanning, and 
perform a full scan at least weekly

 Select uniq, complex passwords and use them 
everywhere

 Think BEFORE you click!!
www.dhs.gov/stopthinkconnect

http://www.dhs.gov/stopthinkconnect
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